Watch the video and do the given exercise ;

Class-3rd to 5th Subject- GK
1. How many players are there in a cricket team?
Answer: 11
2. Which is the largest island in the world?
Answer: Green Land
3. LBW is related to which sports?
Answer: Cricket
4. Young one of a cat is called?
Answer: Kitten
5. Which African nation is famous for chocolate?
Answer: Ghana
6. Saina Nehwal is associated with which sports?
Answer: Badminton
7. How many days are there in a Leap year?
Answer: 366
8. Olylmpics games are held after every________.
Answer: 4 years
9. How many sides are there in a pentagon?
Answer: 5
10. A place where bees are kept is called?
Answer: Aviary
H.W. – Learn all these questions and write in your notebook.

Class-3rdSub- Science

Test
Time: 40 Min.

M.M.: 20

Choose the correct answer.

1x3=3

1. Nose, lungs, gills skin or air- holes are organs ofReproduction

breathing

excretion

digestion

sunlight

all of these

River

Bridge

2. Plants make their food with the help ofAir

water

3. A man made non living thing is
Mountain

Rock

B. Give two examples of each of the following.

1x2=2

1. Animals that breathe through lungs

Man,

Dog

2. Man made non living things

Table,

Bench

C. Tick the correct statement and cross the wrong one.

1x2=2

1. Plants breathe in oxygen and breathe out carbon dioxide.
2. Plants reproduce from seeds.
D. Fill in the blanks with suitable option.

1x3=3

(Tiny-holes, food, five, plants)
1. _______prepare their own food.
2. Animals get their energy from the _______ they eat.
3. Plants breathe through the ________ on their leaves.
E. Match the following

1x3=3

1. Rocks and Minerals

(e) organs of breathing

2. Lungs and gills

(b) living beings

3. Butterfly on the flower

(d) natural nonliving things

Answer the following questions.

7

1. From where do plants get their food?

2

2. Name any two animals that breathe through gills.

1

3. Why must living things eat?

2

4. A car moves and needs petrol as fuel. Is the car living or nonliving thing?

2

Class-iii, maths
Solve in notebook
1. Circle the largest number.
A. 2,05,300; 2,00,139; 2,13,483; 2,09,500
B. 4,835; 25,936; 18,04,006; 5,93,185
C. 82,13,054; 6,25,324; 2,56,505; 1,39,390

2. Circle the smallest number.
A. 32,146; 59,550; 20,755; 15,789
B. 4,26,325; 65,238; 2,90,980; 1,55,000
C. 96,83,854; 6,185; 8,25,136; 64,708

Class-iii, sst
Learn and write in notebook
Q8.Why do we wear shoes and sandals?
Ans. We wear shoes and sandals to keep our feet clean and safe.
Q9. Why are sports shoes made with grooves or spikes?
Ans. Sports shoes are made with grooves or spikes to provide them a
better grip when play.
Q10. What do you know about the formal dresses of our country?
Ans. Formal dresses are special dresses worn on special occasions.
These are brocade, silk sarees, lehanga-chunni, sherwani, suits-ties etc.

